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As part of the Crossrail project, London’s Paddington station is undergoing the most significant
transformation since the completion of the original building in 1853. A busy terminus for local,
regional and international passengers, the opening of the new Elizabeth line station in December
2018 will increase capacity at this major interchange. 

> Qualter Hall’s Managing Director,
George Orton says:

‘We are delighted to have worked in
conjunction with Waagner Biro and
alongside main contractor CSJV on
this exciting project. Qualter Hall has
extensive experience delivering
complex steel / glazed constructions,
having been involved with the British
Museum roof in London and Lugner
City Bridge in Austria, to give just two
examples of our work.’

> story continued on page 2

Glazing the Roof at Paddington Station

Q U A LT E R  H A L L

As part of this transformation, Qualter Hall, in conjunction with sister company Waagner Biro,
successfully secured the contract from main contractor Costain Skanska Joint Venture (CSJV)
for a circa 120m long, dramatic steel and glass canopy over 8m above the ground that will let
natural light flood down to the people below.

Printed into the glass canopy is a bespoke work of art by American artist Spencer Finch. 
A ‘Cloud Index’ will create a picture of the sky which will appear to change according to 
the light, the direction of the sun and the time of day in the tradition of artists such as 
Constable and Turner.

This Departures Road canopy has 3000m2 of specially laminated glazing resting on a steel
structure. The whole length of the canopy along the Eastbourne Terrace is circa 120m, with 
20 bays and two cantilevering end bays, the width towards the adjacent MacMillan House is 24m.
The height is 10.4m above Departures Road and 8.6m above Eastbourne Terrace.

Image courtesy of Crossrail Limited



...and a glass act for Annabel’s too!
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As part of a major makeover of the famous Mayfair private club,
Annabel’s, Qualter Hall, in conjunction with Waagner Biro, has
also secured the contract for a fully glazed retractable roof at
the club’s new 46 Berkeley Square location. The moving roof will
provide cover for a glamorous, all weather Courtyard terrace. 

New District, Canary Wharf, the site to the immediate east of Canary Wharf is to be
transformed into a vibrant, sustainable community with a range of housing, offices,
shops and community facilities. The project, with an estimated completion date of
2023, will increase the Canary Wharf Estate by approximtely 22 acres, and represents
one of central London’s largest privately owned development sites.

> story continued from page 1

Qualter Hall’s scope of works
which has recently been completed,
included the fabrication and
delivery to site of the complete
steel structure and associated
parts. As part of the contract,
Qualter Hall was also required
to carry out a trial assembly of a
section of the canopy which was
completed during last Summer
at our Barnsley based
manufacturing facility.

New Bridge for Canary Wharf

The Courtyard is 12.5m wide by 13m long, the roof is composed of
five arches that retract towards the Mews building and two arches
that retract towards 46 Berkeley Square.

Qualter Hall’s scope comprises manufacture, delivery, site installation
and commissioning for the roof, including design and supply of the
complete electric chain actuator drive systems with controls and
supply of the stainless steel structure with associated parts.

As part of this, Canary Wharf Contractors Ltd has awarded
Qualter Hall the contract for the design, manufacture,
delivery, site installation and commissioning a 28m span
Bascule Bridge. The bridge on Water Street will provide
both a road and pedestrian link between New District and
Montgomery Square. The scope of work includes the
complete bridge structure, mechanical parts and the
operating system comprising hydraulic power pack, two lift
cylinders, pipework, cabling, electric / electronic controls, etc.

In terms of aesthetics, the bridge was required to provide a
seamless, linear experience, rather than attempt to stand 
out amongst the architecturally characterful site. The resulting
concept by Knight Architects, is elegant, understated and
provides users with an uninterrupted experience of the
stunning architectural environment and an essential 
link to Canary Wharf’s New District. As a result, the
superstructure remains below the deck, creating an 
open space for users above.

Work has already commenced on the design and commissioning
is scheduled to be completed in September 2018.

> Says George Orton: 
‘We are delighted to have secured this prestigious contract. Our internationally
renowned, multi award-winning Scale Lane Bridge, along with many years’
experience in the design, new supply and re-furbishment of all bridge types
worldwide, places us in a prime position to take on a project of this nature. Not
only do the bridge aesthetics demand highly specialised engineering expertise, but
we also face the challenges of working within a congested, urban environment.’

Trial assembly at Qualter Hall WorksComplete steel structure and associated parts delivered to site

Artist’s impression of new Bascule Bridge, New District, Canary Wharf
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Additionally, 2017 was particularly
special for RoSPA as it marked
their centenary year.
As part of the celebrations, 3,500
guests gathered at Buckingham
Palace for a Garden Party hosted
by HRH the Duke of York and
HRH Princess Eugenie during a
very sunny day in May. Qualter
Hall’s EHS Manager Ivan Tibble
and his wife were delighted to be
among the guests invited to this
special occasion.
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Dover Western Docks Revival (DWDR)
DWDR is an exciting circa £250 million regeneration development by the Port of Dover,
which will see the dynamic transformation of the waterfront, designed to attract a host
of shops, bars and restaurants with Dover’s unique backdrop of harbour, cliffs and castle,
as well as a new cargo terminal and distribution centre, creating greater space within
the Eastern Docks for ferry traffic and much needed employment opportunities for
the local area. The new construction will include two berths, marina pier, marina
curve, bascule bridge and navigation channel with sector gates and mitre gates.

Latest Accreditations
As many of our readers will
already know both Environmental
Management System - ISO 14001
and Quality Management System
- ISO 9001, have been revised to
2015 versions. We are delighted
to announce that Qualter Hall 
is now approved and certified by
the British Standards Institution
to these very latest versions.

As part of this development programme,
Qualter Hall is delighted to have secured a major
contract through principal contractor VSBW, a
joint venture between Volker Stevin and Boskalis
Westminster, for the design, manufacture,
delivery, site installation and commissioning of
the bascule bridge, sector gates, mitre gates
and stoplogs. Work has already commenced on
the designs and commissioning is expected to
be completed later in 2018.

Bascule Bridge
• Single leaf lifting bascule
bridge, pivoting at one end 
with counterweight

• Located above the Wellington
Dock Navigation Access
(WDNA)

• Maintains vehicular and
pedestrian access along
Esplanade Road from Union
Street to Waterloo Crescent

• Lifts to allow shipping to 
pass below

• Span 16m

• Width 15.1m comprising, 7.3m
carriageway, plus 3.6m shared
footway and cycle-way to either
side of carriageway, plus 0.3m
each side to parapet faces.

• Scope includes the complete
bridge structure, mechanical
parts and the operating system
comprising hydraulic power
pack, two lift cylinders,
pipework, cabling, electric /
electronic controls, etc.

Sector Gates
• Two sector lock gates

• Located in the WDNA

•Control of marine craft access to
Wellington Dock

• Provide flood protection during
extreme high tide and storm
surge conditions

• Each 12m high, together they
span the 10m wide WDNA

• Scope includes the complete
gate structure, mechanical
parts and the operating system
comprising hydraulic power
packs, cylinders, pipework,
cabling, electric / electronic 
controls, etc.

Mitre Gates
• Two mitre lock gates

• Located in the middle of the
WDNA adjacent to the bridge

• Control of marine craft access to
the Wellington Dock

• Each gate is 6m high, together
they span the 10m wide WDNA

• Each gate leaf is fitted with two
electrically operated penstocks

• Scope includes the complete
gate structure, mechanical parts
and the operating system
comprising hydraulic power
packs, cylinders, pipework,
cabling, electric / electronic
controls, etc.

Stoplogs
• Provided to allow the WDNA to be
dewatered for future maintenance
to gates and lock structure

RoSPA Awards 2017
Qualter Hall is delighted to have
achieved a Gold award for the
second year running in the
prestigious Health & Safety
awards 2017 run by the Royal
Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA). The awards
ceremony took place at
London’s ExCel on 20th June.

RoSPA’s Julie Small said:
‘The RoSPA Awards are the 
most prestigious in the world of
occupational heath and safety
and held in high regard around
the world, as winning one
demonstrates an organisation’s
commitment to maintaining an
excellent health and safety
record. Achieving the standard 
is no mean feat.’

RoSpa Gold Award being presented to 
Qualter Hall’s EHS Manager Ivan Tibble

> Says George Orton: 
‘We are delighted to be working at Dover again,
where, over the years, Qualter Hall has carried out
a significant number of major works. Recently, this
included all the mechanical, hydraulic and
electrical control equipment for the refurbishment
of Ro-Ro berths 3, 2 and 7 at Dover’s Eastern
Docks. The revival of the Western Docks is
expected to be the key catalyst for the wider
regeneration of the area, providing vital
employment opportunities and we are privileged 
to be playing a part in this.’

Artist’s impression of the new Sector Gates



Qualter Hall is delighted to announce the successful completion of 
the contract with London’s Royal Docks for the design, manufacture,
delivery, site installation and commissioning of a brand new,
comprehensive electrical control system for the Connaught Road
Swing Bridge which links London City Airport and ExCel London. In
addition, extensive refurbishment work to the Underground Machinery
Room, Bridge Main Pier has also been undertaken and completed.

Qualter Hall & Company Limited
PO Box 8, Johnson Street, Barnsley, South Yorkshire S75 2BY UK
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Previous issues of the ‘Qualts’ newsletter are available on request from the address below.

New Starters
• Nicola Brindley | Accountant
• Gabriel Butura | Design Engineer
• Carl Cooper | Welder
• Brian Barnes | Welder
• Malcolm Shaw | Welder
• Deborah Wildsmith | Temp. Puchase Ledger Clerk
• John Porter  | CNC Machinist
• Nicholas Kuritzin | Electrical Contract Manager
• Michal Walczak | Mechanical Project Engineer
• Steven Thorpe | QA Inspector
• Adam Wakefield | Hydraulic Design Engineer
• Robert Moss | Fitter
• Nigel Ratcliffe | Shotblaster
• Jamie Davy | Engineering Buyer 
• Simon Postill | Maintenance Engineer 
• Jak Adams, Ethan Carr, Lee Ellam | Apprentices 

Retirement
• Mike Henderson (28 years)
• Mike Scott (23 years)
• Graham Pemberton (39 years)

Long Service Awards
25 years

40 years

Marriages
• Bradley Kitchen • Nick Hewitt

Other notable events
• Tom Fleming sucessfully took part in the 
WB Fast Forward programme in Vienna

• George Orton completed the Great North Run 
raising £2600 for Motor Neurone Disease

• 3 new apprentices started on 18th September
• The latest Staff Information Day was held on 
7 February 2018. Managing Director, George 
Orton, presented an update to employees, 
including a positive present and future outlook 
for Qualter Hall.

Projects | Completed 
Connaught Road Swing Bridge

The new three roller plate bender
awarded by the China Shipbuilding
Trading Company to Qualter Halls’
Hugh Smith division, has been
delivered to the Jiangnan Shipyard
in Shanghai and we expect to
complete the site commissioning
early this year.

Projects | On-going 
New 2700 Tonne Three Roller Plate Bender for China

We have recently received a major order from Ansaldo for the
manufacture, works test and delivery of four Shield Doors for 
the BAE Devonshire Dock Hall facility in Barrow.

Projects |Won 
Ansaldo - BAE Shield Doors

Compass Minerals No 4 Shaft 
A new lift and hoist system for
Cheshire based Compass
Minerals’ Winsford Salt Mine
has been successfully installed.
The lift’s primary function is to
deliver and retrieve documents
and artefacts to and from the
underground mine which has

been developed to provide secure storage for valuable assets,
critical data and all types of archives. Travelling to a depth of
187m at 1m/sec, the lift has a capacity of 15,000kg with 10 people
in the manriding compartment.

Thames Estuary Asset Management
In previous issues we reported that Qualter Hall, along with main
contractor CH2M and a number of other partners, had
successfully secured a 10 year framework agreement with the
Environment Agency (7 years with option for further 3 years) to
deliver one of the world’s largest flood management programmes
TEAM 2100. Work has continued during the last year and has
included further refurbishment works on the Thames Barrier and
a complete electrical upgrade for the Barking Barrier.

• Steve Mardlin
pictured right with          
Graham Carr presenting 

Births
• Kirsty Sanders (baby girl - Gracie)
• Colin Goddard (baby girl - Amber)

• Alan Walton
• Dawn Myers
• Andrew Harris

• Peter Horbury • Gary Hibbert

We are also pleased to announce the receipt of a major order from the
Box Encapsulation Plant Delivery Team for the design, manufacture,
works testing and delivery of Transfer Bogies and Associated Equipment
for Sellafield. More details to follow in further issues of Qualts.

Box Encapsulation Plant Delivery Team - Transfer Bogies


